Institute Team Debates U. of N. H.

Unidentified 1-I. Debaters To Meet New Hampshire Team Tonight

Technology's unidentified debaters will meet the U. of New Hampshire team tonight. The debate will begin at 8 o'clock. The New Hampshire team was selected to meet the unidentified debaters by the New Hampshire Board of Clubs. The unidentified debaters will meet the New Hampshire team at 8 o'clock tonight.

Three Fellows Offered to Seniors

These fellowships totaling a value of twenty-five hundred dollars are open to students of seniors to aid in the pursuit of graduate study. Two of these fellowships are open to students of seniors for graduate study at any college of the University, to aid in the pursuit of graduate studies under foreign languages. The third fellowship is open to students of the Colleges of Engineering, to aid in the pursuit of graduate studies.

Frosh Romp Away with Interclass Track Meet

Old Records Are Broken as Racers Brave Icy Blasts

Activities and Sports Join In Showing Lighter Side of Winter

Summary of Results of Sports Over Week-End

M.I.T. Entertains Prep School Men

M.I.T. mgrs will play the Prep School men at 2 o'clock today.

Baritone Solos Head Tomorrow's Whiting Program

John Goon Will Sing Series of Operatic Numbers

Frosh Win in Sports Meet

Frosh are winners in the recent meet which was held at the New Haven Park and which was won by the frosh team, 52 to 14.

Speed Trials

In the past week the Polytechnic has been working on its glider, a six inch span similar to a six hearth glider. The Polytechnic has been working on its glider, a six inch span similar to a six hearth glider. The Polytechnic has been working on its glider, a six inch span similar to a six hearth glider. The Polytechnic has been working on its glider, a six inch span similar to a six hearth glider. The Polytechnic has been working on its glider, a six inch span similar to a six hearth glider.